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Possible Topics for Guidelines Revisions


Examine sentencing practices in cases
involving multiple mandatory minimum
sentences



Examine sentencing practices in cases in
which the worksheet includes a separate
factor for juvenile record



Explore the feasibility of splitting the
Miscellaneous guidelines into two offense
groups



Explore the feasibility of adding Sex Offender
Registry violations to the guidelines



Examine the number of images/charges
involved in child pornography cases and its
impact on sentencing outcomes



Examine sentencing practices in cases involving multiple
mandatory minimum sentences

If an event contains multiple counts of an offense with a mandatory
minimum, the guidelines recommendations must reflect the possibility
that the court may run sentences for the mandatory minimum
concurrently or consecutively to each other. Because it is up to the
judge to interpret each individual statute’s language, the guidelines
preparer will prepare the guidelines to reflect both possibilities – that
multiple mandatory minimums may be run concurrently or consecutive
to each other. Therefore, the guidelines recommendation must reflect
both. The minimum recommendation and midpoint must at least reflect
the mandatory minimum sentence should the court run the sentences
concurrently. The high recommendation must at least reflect the
mandatory minimum sentence should the court run the mandatory
sentences consecutively. If the guidelines recommendation exceeds
the mandatory minimum, no modification needs to be made.



Examine sentencing practices in cases in which the
worksheet includes a separate factor for juvenile record

Is the juvenile factor still
needed on worksheets,
since juvenile adjudications
are scored throughout?



Explore the feasibility of splitting the Miscellaneous
guidelines into two offense groups



Explore the feasibility of adding Sex Offender Registry
violations to the guidelines
―

The General Assembly has revisited Chapter 9 of
Title 9.1 (Sex Offender and Crimes Against Minors
Registry Act) several times in recent years

―

In the 2008 session, the crimes requiring registration
were restructured

―

During the 2007 session, the information required of
registrants was expanded and the list of crimes
requiring registration was expanded and reorganized

―

In 2006, the General Assembly added to the list of
offenses requiring registration and increased the
penalties for second SOR violations


In addition, the Code was changed to allow
Juvenile and Domestic Relations courts to
require a juvenile who has been adjudicated
delinquent for a Registry offense to register



Explore the feasibility of adding Sex Offender Registry
violations to the guidelines
―

According to the Circuit Court CAIS database for fiscal
years 2008 and 2009, there were 829 felony convictions
for a Registry violation under § 18.2-472.1 during this
time period

―

For 646 of these offenders, the Registry violation was
the most serious offense at sentencing
No active incarceration 34%
Local-responsible jail sentence 49%
State-responsible (prison) term 17%
Median prison sentence was one year



Examine the number of images/charges involved in child
pornography cases and its impact on sentencing outcomes

